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FLORIDA INFORMATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
P. o. Box 11144
Tallahassee, FL 32303
(904) 878-0188
FLORIDA SESSION LAW HISTORY/DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACT
FIA RESEARCH PROJECT NO.

L88-089

SESSION LAW/SECTION NO(S).

77-227, Sections 1-7

AFFECTED STATUTE(S)

631.52, 631.54, 631.57
631.67-631.70

PRIME BILL NO.

SB 500

PRIME BILL SPONSOR

Mattox Hair

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL NOS.

HB 2251 (House Commerce
Committee, Proposed
Committee Bill 5)

NARRATIVE/COMMENTS:
This law amended 631.52 in Section 1, 631.54 in Sections
2 and 4, 631.57 in Section 3, 631.67 in Section 5, 631.68 in
Section 6, and created 631.70 dealing with Attorneys' Fees in
Section 7. The attached staff analysis of SB 500, dated
4/27/77 by the Senate Commerce Committee and the "Summary of
Amendments to the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association"
(FIGA) by the House Commerce Committee (undated) outline the
major changes to the FIGA and give some information on intent.
The amendment to 631.57(1)(b) adding the language "in no event
shall the association be liable for any penalties or interest"
is of particular concern to the client and is·therefore
treated in detail here.
Chapter 77-227 originated as Senate Bill (SB) 500, spon
sored by Senator Mattox Hair of Jacksonville. A companion
bill was also filed in the House of Representatives by the
House Commerce Committee, originally as Proposed Committee
Bill (PCB) 5, later filed formally as House Bill (HB) 2251. As
SB 500 passed the Senate before HB 2251 passed the House, HB
2251 was dropped in favor of SB 500.
A staff analysis, dated April 27, 1977 was located for SB
500 in the files of the Senate Commerce Committee. A copy of
that staff analysis, with the pertinent paragraphs marked, is
attached. SB 500 was considered by the full Senate Commerce
(continued on next page)
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NARRATIVE/COMMENTS (continued)
Committee on April 26, 1977. A review was made of the tape
for that meeting, and the pertinent section is copied as the
first item on the enclosed tape. Discussion was very general,
with nothing said on the specific statutory section in
question.
An undated staff summary for PCB 5 (HB 2251) was located
in the files of the House Commerce Committee. A copy of that
summary, with the pertinent sections marked is attached. Also
enclosed is a copy of PCB 5. PCB 5 was considered by the full
House Commerce Committee on April 19, 1977. A review was made
of the tape for that meeting and the pertinent section is
copied as the second item on the enclosed tape. The discuss
ion was very brief with nothing said on the statutory section
in question. However, reference was made to this bill being
discussed at another meeting the previous week. I located
discussion taped discussion on PCB 5 by the House Commerce
Committee on April 12 and March 29, 1977. PCB 5 was temporar
ily passed on April 12, 1977 and there was consequently no
discussion. The March 29 meeting had considerably more
discussion. This discussion is copied on the enclosed tape as
the third item. Most of the testimony at the March 29 meeting
was by John McNatt, Sr. of the Florida Insurance Guaranty
Association. I checked current lobbyist registrations for Mr.
McNatt and located what appears to be his son, John McNatt,
Jr., at the same address as his father listed on the meeting
card. That address is:
John McNatt, Jr.
1500 American Heritage Life Building
Jacksonville, FL 32202
(904) 354-0624
Perhaps Mr. McNatt could put you in touch with his father, who
may be able to give you some additional information on this
legislation.
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DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST:
NOTE: All documentation obtained from the Florida State
Archives is cited by the series and box number, i.e.,
"FSA S.19/200." "na" indicates that either that particu
lar documentation does not apply or is non-existent.
* Laws of Florida: Chapter 77-227, Sections 1-7
*** Florida Statutes:

(see statute/law comparison)

*** History of Legislation: 1977; SB 500, HB 2251
* Prime Bill Version(s): na
* Identical/Similar Bills: PCB 5 (HB 2251)
* House Journal: na
* Senate Journal: na
*** Committee Staff Analyses and Reports:
(1)

Senate Commerce Committee, Staff Analysis of
SB 500, 4/27/77. (FSA S. 18/630).

(2)

House Commerce Committee, Summary of Amendments to
the FIGA (undated) and addendum.
(FSA S • 19/325).

*** Committee Meeting Tapes:
Selections copied onto one tape:
(1) Senate Commerce Committee, 4/26/77 (FSA S. 625/18).
(2) House Commerce Committee, 4/19/77 (FSA S. 414/29).
(3) House Commerce Committee, 3/29/77 (Ibid.).
* Floor Debate Ta£es: na

*** Denotes that material was sent to client on 9/7/80.
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CHAPTER 77-226

The department's covenant to complete shall not be valid for
(4)
project additions proposed by the authority unless approved by the
Legislature pursuant to the provisions of s. 339.12(5)(d). Monies in
the project construction fund shall not be disbursed or obligated for
the purposes of construction of any project additions, until the
Department has certified that sufficient funds have been provided for
the construction of Part I of the 1978 project.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect July l, 1977.

Approved by the Governor June 15, 1977.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 15, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-227
Senate Bill No. 500
AN

ACT relating to insurance; amending s. 631.52, Florida
Statutes; excluding surplus lines, and ocean marine
insurance from the application of the Florida Insurance
Guaranty Association Act; amending s. 631.54 (4) (5),
Florida Statutes; providing that member insurers have
no right of subrogation against the insureds of any
insolvent
insurer; redefining the term "insolvent
insurer"; amending s. 63l.57(l)(b),
Florida Statutes;
providing
that
the
Florida
Insurance
Guaranty
Association, Incorporated shall not be liable for
penalties or interest; creating s. 631.54(9), Florida
Statutes; defining the term "expenses in handling
claims";
amending
s.
631.67,
Florida Statutes;
providing for stay of proceedings in courts
and
proceedings
before
quasi-judicial
bodies
and
administrative boards; providing for the duration of
stays
of
proceedings;
providing
that stays of
proceedings may be waived or shortened if requested by
the association; amending s. 631.68, Florida Statutes;
providing that certain claims are barred if they are
not settled and suit is not instituted against the
insured of an insolvent insurer or the association
within a specified time; creating s. 631.70, Florida
Statutes; providing that the provisions of s. 627.428,
Florida Statutes, relating to attorney's fees, shall
not apply to any claim presented to the association
except when the association denies by affirmative
action, other than delay, a covered claim or a portion
thereof; amending s. 631.021(4),
Florida Statutes;
providing that the association is to receive notice of
hearings involving insolvency adjudications; providing
an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section

l.

Section 631.52, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

631.52
Scope.--This part shall apply to all kinds of direct
insurance except life, title, surety, disability, credit, mortgage
guaranty, �lus line!;_,_ ocean marine, and wet marine insurance.
1152
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Section 2.
Subsections (4)
Statutes, are amended to read:
631.54

and

(5)

CHAPTER 77-227
of section 631.54, florida

Definitions.--As used in this part:

(4)
"Covered claim" means an unpaid claim, including one of
unearned premiums, which arises out of and is within the coverage,
and not in excess of, the applicable limits of an insurance policy to
which this part applies, issued by an insurer, if such insurer
becomes an insolvent insurer after October 1, 1970, and the claimant
or insured is a resident of this state at the time of the insured
event or the property from which the claim arises is permanently
located in this state. "Covered claim" shall not include any amount
due
any
reinsurer,
insurer, insurance pool, or underwriting
association, as subrogation recoveries or otherwise. Member insurers
shall have no riqht of subroqation aqainst the insured of an
i nsolvent member.
(5)
"Insolvent insurer" means a member on insurer authorized to
transact insurance in this state either at the time the policy was
i ssued or when the insured event occurred and adjudicated to be
insolvent by a court of competent jurisdiction if such adjudication
has become final by exhaustion of appellate review.
Section 3.
Paragraph
(bl
of subsection (1) of section 6)1.57,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
631.57
(!)

Powers and duties of the association.-

The association shall:

(b)
Be deemed the insurer to the extent of its obligation on the
covered claims, and to such extent shall have all rights, duties, and
obligations of the insolvent insurer as if the insurer had not become
insolvent. In no event shall the association be liable for any
penalties or interest.
Section 4. Subsection (9) of section 631.54, Florida Statutes, is
created to read:
631.54

Definitions.--As used in this part:

(9)
"Expenses in handling claims" means expenses includi;1g but
not limited to those which relate to the investigation, adjustment,
defense, or settlement of specific claims under or arising out of a
specific policy.
Section

5.

Section 631.67, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

631.67
Stay of proceedings; reopening of default judgments.--All
proceedings in which the insolvent insurer is a party or is obligated
to defend a party in any court or before an
uasi -'udicial bod or
e staye for up to
mont s
administrative board in this state s a
or such additional period from the date the insolvency is adjudicated
by a court of competent jurisdiction to permit proper defense by the
association of all pending causes of action as to any covered claims
arising from a judgment under any decision, verdict, or finding based
on the default of the insolvent insurer or its failure to defend an
insured. The association, either on its own behalf or on beh�lf of
such insured, may apply to have such judgment, order, decision,
verdict, or finding set aside by the same court or administrator that
1153
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made such judgment, order, decision, verdict, or finding, and shall
be permitted to defend against such claim on the merits.
If
requested by the association, the stay of proceedings may be
shortened or waived.
Section

6.

Section 631.68, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

631.68
Limitation; certain actions.--Notwithstanding any other
provision of chapter 71-970, a covered claim as defined herein with
respect to which settlement is not effected and suit is not
instituted against the insured of an insolvent insurer or the
association within 1 year after the deadline for filing claims, or
any extension thereof, with the receiver of the insolvent insurer
shall thenceforth be barred as a claim against the association.
Section

7.

Section 631.70, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

631.70
Attorney's fee.--The provisions of s. 627.428 providing
for an attorney's fee shall not be applicable to any claim presented
to the association under the provisions of this part, except when the
association denies by affirmative action, other than delay, a covered
claim or a portion thereof.
Section 8.
Subsection (4) of section 631.021, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
631.021 Jurisdiction of delinquency proceedings; venue; change of
venue; exclusiveness of remedy; appeal.-(4)
Delinquency proceedings pursuant to this chapter shall
constitute the
sole
and
exclusive
method
of
liquidating,
rehabilitating, reorganizing, or conserving an insurer, and no court
shall entertain a petition for the commencement of such proceedings
unless the same has been filed in the name of the state on the
relation of the department.
The
Florida
Insurance
Guaranty
Association, Incorporated, shall be given reasonable written notice
b the de artment of all hearin s which ertain to an ad'udication of
inso vency o a mem er insurer.
Section 9.
This act shall take effect October 1, 1977 and shall
apply to any insolvency adjudicated on or after that date.
Approved by the Governor June 15, 1977.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 15, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-228
Senate Bill No. 930
AN

ACT relating to consumer protection; repealing section
501.125,
Florida
Statutes,
relating
to
private
passenger
automobile
energy
absorption
systems;
providing an effective date.
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CHAPTER 77-228
Section 2.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor June 15, 1977.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 15, 1977.
CHAPTER 77-229
House Bill No. 46
AN

ACT relating to State Uniform Traffic Control; amending
s. 316.123(2) and creating s.
316.1235,
Florida
Statutes,
providing
procedures
for stopping and
proceeding
at
four-way
stop
intersections
and
intersections
in
which
the
traffic lights are
inop�rative; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
Subsection (2) of section 316.123, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
316.123

Vehicle entering stop or yield intersection.--

(2)
Except when directed to proceed by a police officer or
traffic control signal, every driver of a vehicle approaching a stop
intersection indicated by a stop sign shall stop at a clearly marked
stop line, but if none, before entering the crosswalk on the near
side of the intersection or, if none, then at the point nearest the
intersecting roadway where the driver has a view of approaching
traffic on the intersecting roadway before entering the intersection.
After having stopped, the driver shall yield the right-of-way to any
vehicle which has entered the intersection from another highway or
which is approaching so closely on said highway as to constitute an
immediate hazard during the time when the driver is moving across or
within the intersection. At a four-way stop intersection, the driver
of the first vehicle to stop at the intersection shall be the first
to proceed.
If two or more vehicles reach the four-wa
stop
intersection at the same time, the driver of the vehicle on t�e left
shall yield the right-of-way to the vehicle on the right.
Section
read:

2.

Section

316.1235,

Section 3.

Statutes, is created to

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Section 501.125, Florida Statutes, is hereby repealed.
1154
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316.1235 Vehicle approaching intersection in which traffic lights
are inoperative.--The driver of a vehicle approaching an intersection
in which the traffic li hts are ino erative shall sto in the manner
in icate ins.
or approac ing a stop 1ntersect1on.
In
the event that only some of the traffic lights within an intersection
are ino erative, the driver of a vehicle a roachinq an inoperative
stop in t e above prescribe manner.
ig t sha

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

CHAPTER 77-228
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History of Legislation
1977 Regular Session
Florida Legislature

���h1�u
�

prepared by:

Legislative Information
RULES AND CALENDAR

Division

Joint Legislative Management Committee
Holland Bldg. Rm. 94 -488-4371

RULES AND CALENDAR

07/22/77
04/29/77 SENATE
05/16/77 SENATE
05/24/77 SENATE
06/03/77 SENATE

SENATE BILL ACTIONS REPORT
EXTENSION OF TIME
-SJ 00276
EXTENSION OF TIME
-SJ 00396
EXTENSION OF TIME
-SJ 00502
DIED IN COMMITTEE

PAGE 179

GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
ON EDUCATION

S 0498 GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, J.
RELIEF/MARLEA □OWNEY; PROVIDES FUNDS TO CO�PENSATE HER FOR LOSS OF HER
HUSBAND & FOR INJURIES SUSTAINED AS RESULT OF NEGLIGEN CE OF D.Q.T.
CLAIM WITH APPROPRIATION: S500,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/77 SENATE IN TRODUCED, REFERRED TO THE SPECIAL MASTER FOR CLAIM
BILLS, FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00066
04/19/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE THE SPECIAL MASTER
FOR CLAIM BILLS -SJ 00184
05/04/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE THE SPECIAL MASTER
FOR CLAIM BILLS -SJ 00326
05/17/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE BY
THE SPECIAL MASTER FOR CLAIM BILLS: NOW REFERRED TO
FINANCE, TAXATION AN D CLAIMS -SJ 00404
05/25/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00502
06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS
S 0499 GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, J. (IDENTICAL H 02401
DENTISTRY; ADOS ORAL-MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY & PHYSICAL EVALUATION RELATED
TO SURGERY AS ACTS CONSTITUTING PRACTICE OF DENTISTRY. AMEN DS 466.04,
466.14. EF FECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/77 SENATE INTROUUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AN D
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, COMMERCE -SJ 00066
04/15/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00158
04/21/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AN D
CONSUMER AFFAIRS
04/22/77 SENATE NOW REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00204
05/06/77 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00338
05/20/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00462
06/03 /77 SENA TE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO H 240 (CH. 77-2051
�GENERAL BILL BY HAIR (SIMILAR H 2251)
�INSURANCE; EXCLUDES SURPLUS LINES & OCEAN MARINE INSURANCE FROM
APPLICATION OF FLA. INS. GUARAN TY ASSN. ACT; PROVIDES MEMBER IN SURERS
HAVE NO RIGHT OF SUBROGATION AGAINST INSUREDS OF ANY INSOLVENT IN SURER;
REDEFINES "INSOLVENT IN SURER", ETC. AMEN DS CH. 631. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01/77.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00066
04/18/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00169
04/27/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY COMMERCE -SJ D0241
05/17/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00403: PASSED AS
AMENDED; YEAS 35 NAYS
O -SJ 00424
05/23/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00658
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

07/22/77
05/26/77 HOUSE
05/30/77 HOUSE
06/02/77 SENATE
06/15/77

SENATE BILL ACTIONS REPORT
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READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00804
O -HJ 00862
READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 115 NAYS
SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00811
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-227

S 0501 GENERAL Bill BY THOMAS, J. (SIMILAR CS/H 02491
(CS) AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTERS; DEFINES & INCLUDES SUCH CENTERS IN
HOSPITAL LICENSING PROVISIONS; REQUIRES PAYMENT OF LICENSE FEES &
ESTABLISHMENT OF MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE OF CLINICAL LAijORATORY
& DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY RESULTS, ETC. AMENDS 381.493 & CH. 3 95.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES, COMMERCE -SJ 00066
04/12/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES
04/13/77 SENATE NOW REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00142
04/21/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00204
04/27/77 SENATE C/S READ FIRST TIME; C/S PASSED; YEAS 36 NAYS
2
-SJ 00256
04/27/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00371; SUBSTITUTED FOR
H 0249; READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ
THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 108 NAYS
I
-HJ 00377
05/02/77 SENATE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 35 NAYS
O
-SJ 00294
05/05/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00338
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-24 -SJ 00397
05/12/77
S 0502 GENERAL Bill BY VOGT I SIMILAR H 0423)
PHARMACY; ALLOWS LICENSED PHARMACISTS TO Fill VALID PRESCRIPTIONS ON
FILE WITH ANOTHER PHARMACY UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS. CREATES 465.32.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ )0067
04/15/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00158
04/22/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00204
05/02/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00291; PASSED AS
AMENDED; Y�AS 32 NAYS
I -SJ 00300; CHECK IDENTICAL
BILL STATUS
05/06/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00457
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
S 0503 GENERAL Bill BY PETERSON I SIMILAR ENG/H 00201
METRIC SYSTEM; REQUIRES EDUCATION DEPARTMENT TO DEVELOP PLAN & PRCCEOURE
FOR ADOPTION OF METRIC SYSTEM IN PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION BY 1980.
CREATES 229.841. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION -SJ 00067
04/15/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
-SJ 00158
04/29/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

07/22/77
05/0Q/77
05/23/77
06/02/77

H�USE BILL ACTIONS REPORT

PAGE 528

HOUSE INTPODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00488
HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00655; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
HOUSE IDEN.IS IM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
RULE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO S 301
ICH. 77-282) -HJ Oll45

H 2247 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY, RICHMOND
CLERKS OF CIRCUIT COURTS; RE PROBATE RECORDS; PROVIDES THAT CLERK OF
CIRCUIT COURT RECORO DISCLAIMERS OF INTEREST. AM�NOS 28.223.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
05/09/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00489
06/03/77 HOUSE OIEO ON CALENDAR

H 2248 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY, RICHMOND !SIMILAR ENG/S 1213)
GUARDIANSHIP; PROVIDES THAT WHEN PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT ALLEGES THAT
PEFSON HAS BEEN ADJUDICATED INCOMPETENT COURT SHALL HEAR PETITION
WITHOUT NOTICE IF FILED AT CONCLUSION OF AJUDICAllON HEARING, ETC.
AMENDS 744.337, .441 & .444. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/D1/77.
05/09/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00489
06/02/77 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; IDEN./SI H. SENATE
BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE,
IDEN./SIM./COHPARE BILL PASSED, RE cER TO S 1213 !CH.
77-328) -HJ 01144

H 2249 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY, RISH !COMPARE S 0596)
PUBLIC DEFENDER; PROVIDES THAT LEGAL AFFAIRS DEPT. PROMULGATE AFFIDAVIT
FORM FOR PROVISION OF CEP.TAIN INFORMATION & FOR FILING OF SUCH AFFIOAVI
WITH COURT BY ALL ACCUSED PERSONS CLAIMING INSOLVENCY; PROVIDES CERTAIN
PAPENTS oc MINOR CHILO HAY HAVE LIEN IMPOSED AGAINST THEM, ETC. AMENDS
F.S. EFFECTIVE DATF.: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/09/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00489
06/03/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION, IDEN/SIM BILL
PASSED, REFER TO S 596 ICH. 77-99) -HPJ 00044

H 2250 GENERAL BILL BY FINANCE AND TAXATION !SIMILAR S 10671
TREASURER; AMENDS & SUBSTANTIALLY REWORDS LAW RE SECURITIES PLEDGED AS
COLLATERAL FOR DEPOSIT OF STATE FUNDS; REPEALS LAW RE SUCH SECURITES.
AMENDS 18.11: REPEALS 18.111 & . 112. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW
05/09/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00489
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFF
TO S 1067 ICH. 77-1911

GENERAL BILL BY COMMERCE l�IMILAR ENG/S 05001
I NSURANCE; PROVIDES FLA. INS. GUARANTY Assoc. BE NOTIFIED BY INS. DEPT.
OF CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS; EXCLUDES SURPLUS LINES/OCEAN MARINE INS. FROM
COVERAGE OF F.1.G.A. ACT; PROVIDES MEMBER INSURERS HAVE NO RIGHT OF
SUBROGATION AGAINST INSURE□ OF ANY INSOLVENT MEMBER, ETC. AMENDS CH.
631. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
05/09/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00489
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COHPARE BILL PASSED, REFE
TO S 500 (CH. 77-2271
H 2252 GENERAL BILL BY COM�ERCE
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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S1•0

e,. - Sen•tor H41r

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to insurance, ••ending s.
631.52, florid.> Statutes; e•cluding

professional liability, surplus line,, •nd

ocean marine insurance fro• t�e application of

the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act1
a ■ endinq s. 631.54141 (Sl, Florida Statutes,

providing that member insurers have no right of

subr�ation against the insureds o! any

10

insolvent insurer, redefining the tera

"insolvent insurer•, aaendinq s. 6)1.S7111 Cbl,

11

I]

Florida Statutes, providing that the f'lorida

u

ahall not be liable !or penalties or interest,

Insurance Guaranty Association, Incorporated

ll

IS

a■ending s. 6)1.60(21, Florida Statutes,

II

clai■s against insolvent insurers, a11endi.ng •·

providing for priority of expenses o! handling

16

11

631.67, Florida Statutes, providing for stay of

19

proceedings in courts and proceedings before
quasi-judicial bodies and ad■inistrative

lO
21

boards1 providi09 for the duration o! stays of

21

proceedings, providing that stays of

lJ I
i4

"

requested by the aaso=i5tion , aaending •·

631.68, Florida Statute31 providing tbat

�

certain clai■s a:e barred it they are not

11 •

i
,. i
19

proceedinqs ■ay be vaived or shortened if

1

)0:
J:.

lettled and suit ia not institut._, against the

insured of an insolvent insurer or the

aasociation within a opeci!i� tl�e: creating

•· 6)1. 70, f'lor1da StatJte•: 1,,rov1d1ng th•t :he

prov1s1ons ot s. �27 .• 28, flnr1d.> !tatu:es,

COOtMG W-.,J, •• ...,._. � ,,,. ••• 4•1•t..-, '••• ••••"•1 '•-, •• ,4, L•.Jt!�!..ft.!'4 ••• •4'-••-,.
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relating to attorney'■ fee ■• shall not apply to
any cl•i• presented to the association except
vhen the aaaociation denies by affiraative

action, other than delay, • co·:ered claim or a
portion th.,reofr aaending •· 631.021(41,
Florida Statut.,s; providing that the

•
'
"
11

11

u

•••ociation is • necessary �rty to delinquency
proceedinga1 aaending a. 6ll.l95, Florida
Statutea1 prescribing ■aterials to be furniah"d
to insurance guaranty funds uDder certain

liquidation ordera1 providin,g an effective
date.

Ml Be It Enacted by tbe Legislature of the State of Florid••

u
l6

Section 1.

11 I a■ended to read 1

"I'
II

'lll

631.52

S.ction 631.52, Florida Statutes, is

Scope.•·This part st.all apply to all kinda of

direct inaurance except life, title, surety, prof.,ssional
liabilit:u_ disability, credit, ■ortgaqe guaranty, surplus

�I lines, ocean marino, and vet ■arine inaurance.
D

Section 2.

Subsection• (41 and (51 of section 631.54,

Zl] florid• Statutes, are aaended to read,

,.

631,54

:n

(41

Definitlona.••As used in this part,

"Covered cl•i•• ■eana an unpaid clai■, including

JII one of unearned preaiuaa, vhich ari••• out of and ia within
DI the coverage, and not in excesa of. the ap-\icabte liaita of
JII an inaurance policy to which this part applie1, iaaued by an
�! inaurer, if auch inaurer beco■e3 an insolvent inaurer alter
•• 0�t���� !. !!,o. e�� �t: :l�!=•�t �; inau,cci is • rea1dent ot

l'I

this ■tat• at the tiae of the Insured ev•nt or the property
COOtHG· • .. 4, ................. ,,._ ••• �i.,, .. , t,.- ••• , ... , '••. •••1', e.4.!!�IU ••• •''-"-•·
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or si■il•r organization in handling claims, includin�. but not

li■ited to, general or •dministrat1ve e•penSP.S and those which
relate to the !nvcst!qation, adJustme�t_, defense, or

••ttleMent of S£eCific claims under or arising out of a

sp,cific policy, shall be accorded the ••m� priority as th•
liquidator s e-xpe-ns.es.
1

S•ction 5.

amend•d to r•ad:
�ll.67

Section 631.67, Florida Statutes, is

Stay ot proc•edinqa, reop•ninq of d•!•ult

101 judg1Hnta. ••1.ll proceedings in which the ins�:vent insuar is

Ill a part y or is obligat•d to defend a party in any court or

U betoa any quasi-judicial body or ac11dnistrative board in this
I
ll state shall be stayed for up to 6 months or such additional
UI p•riod from the dat" the insolvency is adjudicoted by a court
151 of co■p,tent jurisdiction to permit proper def�nse by th•

�I association of all pending causes of action•• to •ny covered

171 clai■s arising fro■ a judgment under •ny decision, v,rdict, or
at finding ba�•d on the default of the insolvent insurer or it•

ltl failure to def•nd an insured. The astociation, •ither on its

"I

�I ovn behalf or on b•half of such in•ured, �ay apply to have
ll

such jud9■ent, order, decision, verdict, or finding set aside
by the , .. e court or ad■inistrator that ■ade such judg■•nt,

lll order, d•cis1on, verdict, or finding, and• all be per■itted
UI to defend againat auch clai■ on th" •erita.

It reguuted by

111 the a•sociation, the stay of proc.,edinos 11\ay be shoru,ned or
lll waived.

,,

S•ctlon 6.

»I a■end�d to read:
631.68

l9

Section 631.68, Florida Statut••• is

Limitation, certain actions. ··Notw1th1t•nd1"9

�• An y othc, provision of chapter 71-970. • covered cl•:�••
1,I defJncd herein with re,pecl to which settlement 15 not

COOIHC.: •••ill•• ........ �,,,. •1• 41•1•••-, f,... ••"''"t 1 ••. ••••• .1•;,.1.,..,4 ••• •••·••-,.
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fro• which th• clai■ arises is per■an,ntly located 1n this

state. •covered claim" shall not 1nclud� any amount due any

reinsurer, insurer, in�L'.ranc� pool. or und�:wr itinq

association, as subrogation recoveries or otherwise.

H�wh�r

insurers shal 1 hav� rio r i�! isub:-c-9at ion aqain!\t the

'I

10

insured of any insolvent member.
(5)

"Insolvent insurer• m•ans a member aft inaur•r

authoriz•d to transact insuranc• in this state either at the

ti■e the policy vas issued or when the insured event occurred

and adjudicat•d to b• insolv•nt by a court ot co�?etent

ttl jurisdiction if such adjudication has become t1nal.
11

Section J.

�

6)1.57

16

(bl

Paragraph Cb) of subsection Ill of ••ction

Ill 631.57, Florida Statutes, is uaended to read:
15

Cl l

Povers and duties of the association.··

The association shall:

B• de.,■ed the insurer to the extent of its

obligation on the covered claisia, and to such extent shall

I/

11

have a 11 rights, duties, and obligations of the insolvent

191 insurer aa if th• insurer had not beco�• insolvent.
�
11

n

,

�

event shall the association be liable for any penalties or

inter,st.

S•ction 4.

Subsection (2) of section 631.60, Florida

lll Statutes, 1s aa•nded to r•ad:
:k

"

631.60
:21

Effect of paid claims.··

The receiv•r, liquidator, or atatutory aucceaaor

ll; of an insolvent insurer ahal' be bcut>d by aettle•ents of

lll covered clai■a by th• aasociatlon or a ai■ilar organii,ation In
�I another &late. The court having Jur1sd1ct1on shall qrant such
1tl c-l.1iaa fl!""�i::-r!!.y �•.;·..:..:l �.:: :.!':.;:.. �� •i,&..:�. \.�,.:: �i.a�uao11i.. wuuici hav"'

�: be�n �ntitl•d In l�� a�sence ol �hls P••t 4q•1n,t th .. ••• .. t•

11 I al the in•olv .. nt insurer. All 'J�• e•p�nses o! the •••oclatlon

COOIMG· w.,,4, •• � ............ ,,,.. •r• ••t.,, .. , I, ... •••••·•t '••..... 4, .t!"4•• 1 •etf ••• .,,, .... ,.
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effected and suit is not instituted aqalnst th• ins�r•d of an
insolvent insurer or the association within l year a[ter th•
deadline for filing claims, or a�y ••t•n•ion thereof, with the
receiver o! the insolvent insurer •hall thenceforth be barred
as a clai� aqainat the association.
Section 7.

Section 631. 70, florid• Statutes, ••

created to read,
631.10

Attorney's tee.-·The provision• of s. 627.428

•I providjnq for an attorney's fee shall not be applica�le to any

10\ clai• presented to th• a1sociation under t ·

0

provisions of

Ill this part. except when th• asaocl.Hion dPr.:•·s by atflraatlve
171 action, other than delay, a cov .. red claim or a portion
UI thereof.

"

Section 8.

S•Jbsection 141 of section 6)1.021. flotida

UI Statutes, la ••ended to read,
16

631.021

Jurisdiction of delinquency proce,tdinqs1

111 venuei change of venuei exclufijveness of r,,uedy1 appeal.··

\ti

"I
�

Delinquency proceeding• pursuant to this chapter

141

shall constitute the sole and exclusive ,,.thod ot llquldatinq,
rehabilitating. reorqanizinq, or conserving an insurer, and no

211 court aha\\ entertain a petition for the commenc,.aent of such
n

proceeding• unless the aa•• has been filed in the naae of the
state on the relation of the department.

The Florida

�I .!.!!!_urance Guaranty Association, Incorporated, shall be a

2l

necessary party to any delinquency proceedings brought

lll

pertaining to one ot It• ■e11b�r insurers.

11

Section 9.

S•ct.Jn 6)1.)9�. Florida Statutes, is

•1 aaend�d to read,

�I
2'

ll

6)1.)9�

Guaranty fund1 �rdcrs of court.••Any order of

liquidation issued pursuant to

1.

6)1.111 or s. 6)1.1)1 shall

authorize and direct the deportment•• receiver to coordinat,
COOING: ••• ,.

I•

.............

�.,, •

•••

,.1.11.,., , •••••. ,, .• , 1 ••.••. ,. �... 6-•-14. ." •• ,...... ,.
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the op•ration of th• r•ceivership with tht operation ot any
insurance guaranty fund authoriied to opcrat• in this ,tat•.
Such order shall direct the de2art�•nt at r•c•i••r to furnish
to auch fund all clai�•t claim fil••• records, or docu�ents
r�latinq to clalNS which have he•n d•t•rmined by th•
depart■�nt to b� pot�ntial covtr�d cldims.

Sweh•••-�••i••-•o�

ehall•iAel•d••·•••·-•·••·•••t•ee• .. ··••···••·••·••�·••·••·••r
et••h•·••••••••••
♦l►•·'•••••·••••••·•••••4•r·••·�••••••�•·P••••••t•9·�•
101 ........A•t•••••t•h••h••••···••Al•i••··••t·•-�
Ill

ti>•·J�••ra•••••••·••·t•lee•wt•h·•h•·•••et••••

.,

Section 10,

Thia act ah•ll t•ke •!feet Octob•r l,

Ill lt77.
u

•........................................

1l

StNATt SUM.KARY

l6
11
11
1•
,0
11
ll
7l
14
ll
1'
ll

�!

1'

n!

r
lO r

Aaenda the Florida Insurance Guaranty As,oc!otlon Act to:
Ill t•clud• profe■slonal l1abll1ty, surplu■ line■, and
ocean s•rlne lcsurance fro� the Act's application.
( 21

Prov id� that &�:::til!r lnsurer !J �..!\'t no � 1ght of

t9,

Civ� a\ l cx;:>t!-r.s�s 0t

■ubroqatlon aqainst the in,ureds ot an insolvent insurer.
()) Redefine "insolvent in1ur•r· to r•quire tht
adjudication o( in■olvency to have b•come final.
Provide that the Aaaociation is not liable Cor
<•>
pel'Altie■ or intere1t.
l�l
Provide for ■tays In proc�•dlnqs befort quaai•
judicial bodie■ •nd adainiatrative boards, a, w•ll ••
court■.
r,ovlde that ■toys are effective for 6 •onth■ or
16>
longer fro� tr.e date of adJudication of insolvency, but that
atay1 ■ay be shortened or waived on request of tne
Aaaociation.
Ill Bar a covered claim If not settl�d and ,ult not
1nat1tutwd aq•in■t the lnsurtd or th� Insolvent insurer or
the Aa1oclation within l year ,Ct•r the deadline for Clllnq
clalaa (or any e•ten■ion> with the receiver or the inaolvent
1naurer.
fl)
Provide that s. 627.428. f.S .. r•l.rln<J to
attocn•y•, tee,, doe, not apply to a eta,� rcescnted to the
A■■oclatlon e1c�pt when 1 t dl'nle<. by a(( ir•�
• tlve action. •
covered clala or any portion thc,cor.
tr"tt• >-.sr,oc1J� Jl')n or SlTi l.sr

oc9anit.Jt1cn i., h..\ndl1r.q cll1.1.s 11rcl.:dir.�, ,\l:r.1�:s�:-.st1v,
••P�nst"s ar.-1 those• 1nvol·;("d 1n !"'IV,·':'.: 1 i,tt ;l";'r:, ,,!)'JSt1tt"nt.
d•f•nst-, or s«'.�tlett<"nt or !p1•r t11.: clJ:i-s .,�1:,1r�'i out of •
1
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sp•cif 1c policyl
expenses.

th• •�"'"' priori,,

.,

th<, liquic!ator•a

kakf'S the Associat1cn a necrse�:y ��::y to delinqu�ncy

r,rscribes •atHiala
proc••dings under chapter 6ll, f.S.
to t-•� furnishf'd insur"nce quar.,nty ! .:r:C,; !1ndeir
11· u1d•tion ord�r� pursuant to s. ,,:.111 or 1. 631.131.
r

.:. .

•
J

•
'
10
II

u
ll

"

u

"

:

17

:IO

11
rJ

"
,.
H
)I

71
ll
1'
lO
ll

7
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St,te of Flo,ld, - 1977
&., -

fi< 1 0

Senator H.tir

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to insurance: a•ending a.
631.52, florid3 Statutes; e,cluding
pro!essional liability, surplus lines, snd
ocean marine insurance fro• the application of
the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act:
••ending s. 631.5414)15), Florida Statutes,
•

providing that member insurers have no right of

t

subroqation against the insur_eda of any

\0

insolvent insurer: redetini�.g the term

11

•insolvent insurer•, &.11ending s. 63l.S7(ll lbl,

11

Florida Statutes: providing that the Florida

\)

Insurance Cuaranty Association, Incorporated

u

shall not be liable for penalties or interest,

lS

amending s. 6)1.60(21, Florida Statutes,

16

providing for priority of expenses of handling

17

clai■a against insolvent insurers, .uaending s.

11

631.67, Florida Statutes, providing for stay of

\9

proceedings in courts and proceedings before

,0

quaai•judicial bodies and adainiatrative

21

boards, providing for the duration of stays of

2)

proceedings, providing that stays of

ll I

proceedings aay be vaived or shortened if

21

6)1.68, Florida Statute�, providing tbat

JI

certain claiaa a:e b4rced if they are not

,.' j;

settled and suit 11 not institutt� aga1nat the

�

..,

i
i-, ;

requested by the asso:istion1 aaending s.

inaured of an insolvent inaur�r or the
a�sociation vithin a Gpectfi�� time; creatinq

')O !

a. 631. 7 0, Florida StatJt•31 �rovidinq th•t �he

1:

proviaiona of s. �27.428, flor1da 5tatut•••
1

COOING. w.,J, •• --• � •r,• •••
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relating to attorney's f•••• shall not apply to

,

any claim presented to the association except

vhen the association denies by affirmative

:I

•ction, other than delay, a �·:ered claim or a
portion thereof1 aiaending •· 6Jl.02l(4l,
Florida Statutes: providing that the

7

association is a ntcesaary p..arty to delinquency

•

proceedings, aaending s. 6)1.395, Florida

t

Statutes, prescribing ■aterials to be furnished

...

to insurance guaranty funds under certain

ti

liquidation orders, providinq ao effective

tl

date.

u

ut Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida1
ISi

Section 1.

S.ction 631. 52, Florida Statutes, is

17 l amended to read 1

"

631.52

Scope,••This part shall apply to all kinds of

l9! direct insurance except lite, title, surety, professional
»I liabilit,l,L.disability, credit, aortgAge guaranty, surplus
�I lines, ocean marin�, and vet aarine insurance.

n

Section 2.

Subaectiona (4) and (S> of section 631.54,

Z>I Florida Statute,, are uended to readz
631.54

>&

n

U>

Definition,. ••A• ua� in thia partr

•covered claia• aeans an unpaid claia, including

•

one of unearned pceai.uaa, vhich arisea out of and h within

'11

the coverage, and not in exce11 of, t.be apr\icabte li■ita of

ll

an insurance policy to vhich thia part appliea, iaaued by an

�I

insurer, if such insurer beco■ e3 an insolvent insurer after

�I
)I

I

O�t���! !. l!?Q. !�� t�e :l��=�tt� �r ,nau,cci is • re&ldent ot
this atate at the tiae ot the inaur�d ev•nt or th• property
2
COOING, w.,4, .. .-.4 .._... •,� ••• 4-le,,.., • I, ... ••• ,,.., '••. •••'• d.f!.!!au ••• .,._., .. ,,
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fro■ which the clai■ arises is per■anently located in thia
71 state. •coverc.-d claim" ahall not includ.P any amount due any
31 reinsurer, insurer, in1,1.:rance pool, or und�n,ritinq
,1 association, as subrogation rt-cover1es or otherwise.

�errher

insurers shall have no ri�( sub�ogation against t.he
61 insured o! ani insolvent me�ber.
( 5)

7

•insolvent insurer· means a member aft insurer

II authorixed to transact insurance in this state either at the
ti ti■e the policy was issued or when �h• insured event occurred
101 and adjudicated to be insolvent by a court of co��etent
Ill jurisdiction if such adjudication has become fln<ll.
Section J.

17

Paragraph Cb) of subsection Cl) of section

Ill 631.57, Florida Statutes, is a■ended to r.ad:

�1

631.57

ISi

( l>

The association shall,

16 I

( b)

Se dee11ed the insurer to the extent of. it&

Powers and duties of the association.••

obligation on the covered claizs, and to such extent shall

\11

have all rights, duties, and obligations of the insolvent

�

event shall the association be liable for any penalti::-:

''I
11

insurer as if the insurer had not beco�e insolvent.

In no

�, interest.

n

Section 4.

Subsection (21 o! section 631.60, florid•

DI Statutes, ia &aended to read:

...

-

)4

631.60

2S

:2>

Effect of paid cla111s.••

The receiver, liquidator, or statutory successor

�• of an inaolvent insurer ahal 1 be ooul\d by aettle■ents_of
,
21 covered clai■a by the aasociat1on or a si■ilac organiz•tion in
�, another state. The court having )uriadict1on shall qr•nt auch

2'91 claiaa p!"!◊rity �•;��l :.:: t::.::. :.;; -�.• .::-, t:-,., .:i.oi•oni. would iuvf'

�I been entitled i" the a�sence ot :his p4ct aqain,t th• aaaete
I

11! of the inaolv•nt insurer. All '1�• e1.pen1e1 of the a11.oci•t1on
)
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or si■ilar organization in handling clai�s. including, but not
11 llmit�d to, general or administrative t'xpensP.s 3nd those which
ll relate to the invest�3c1tion, adjustn:t'r.t., defen!ie, or
41 settle�ent ot specific claims under or arisin� out o( a
SI specific policy, •hall be accorded tht' ume priority as the
61 liquidator's t'xpenses.
Section S.

Section 6)l.G7, Florida Statutes, -is

II amended to read1

'

�31.67

Stay ot proceedin9s1 reopening of de(ault

IOI judgzents.••All proceedings in which the in�nlvent insurer is
Ill a party or is obligated to detend a party in any court or
UI before any quasi-judicial body or ad�inistrative board in this
131 state shall be atay�d for up to 6 month• or such additional
1,1 period from the date the insolvency ls adjudicated by a court
HI of competent jurisdiction to permit proper defense by the
�I association of all pending causes of action as to any covered
· 171 claias arising fro• a judgment under any decision, verdict, or
\II finding ba�ed on the default of the insolvent lnaucer or its
ltl failure to defend an insured. The as,ociation, either on its
�I own behalf or on behalf of such insured, may apply to have
lll such judgaent, order, decision, verdict, or finding set aside
111 by the saae court or adainistrator that aade such judg�ent,
lll order, decision, verdict, or finding, and a all be peraitted
1,1 to defend against such claim on the �erits.

It requested by

>SI the a111ociation, the stay of pcocet'dinos may be short�ned or
J6I lilaived.
27

Section 6.

Section 6)1.68, Florid• Statutes, ia

�I aa�nd�d to read1
2'9
)0

I

I

6)1.66

Li•itatlon1 certain �ctions.••Notwithstanding

•ny other provision of chapter 71•970. • covered cla�� as

3, I defined herein with respect to which settlement ls not
4
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effected and auit is not instituted aq11inst the i"nsl:red ot an
21 inso\vent insurer or the association within l year after the
ll deadline for filinq claims, or any extension thereof, with the
41 receiver o! the insolvent insurer t,;hal l thenceforth be bar ad
SI aa a clai� against the association.

'

Section 7.

Section 631.70, Florid� Statutes, is

created to read,
I

631.70

Attorney's tee.••The provisions or

1.

627.428

ti providing for an attorney'• fee shall not be applica�le to any
\OI clai■ presented to th• aa1ochtion under

t ·

n

provisions of

\II this part. except when the a11oci�tion d�n1�a by atfiraative
\11 action. other than delay. a covered claim or a portion
Ill thereof.
14

Section 8.

S;Jbaection 141 o! section 631.021, Florida

\SI Statutes, la ••ended to read 1

"

6)1.021

Jurisdiction of delinquency proceedings,

\11 venue1 change of venue, exclu1,ivenesa of rel'4ledy1 appeal.••
II

(41

Delinquency proceedings pursuant to this chapter

• lt

shall constitute the sole and exclusive aethod o! liquidating.

�

r•h•bilitating. r•organizing. or conserving an insurer. and no

21

court ahall entertain a petition for the coir.sence■ent of such

n

proceedings unleaa the•••• haa been filed in the name of the

"

atate on the relation of the department.

�

�urance Cuarant� �,sociation, lncor�rated 1 shall be a

21

ne�essar:t: eut� to an� delinguencl eroceedings brought

:116
11

The Florida

pertalnlng to on• ot it■ •e11bu insurers.
S�ction 9.

S• ct i 0 n 63 l . ) 9 �, Florida St•tutes,

is

�I a�•nd�d to r�ad1

�I
l't

ll

6)1.)9�

Guaranty fur.di vcdcrs ot court.••Any order of

liquidation issued purau3nt to

1.

631.111 or

1.

631.131 Sh3ll

authorize and direct the department as rece1v�r to ioordin•te

�
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the operation of the receivership with th� operation ot any
11 inauranc• quaranty fund authorized to operate in this state.
JI Such order sha\\ dtrect the de£art�ent a& receiver to furni�h
,1 t o such fund all clai�s, claim files, records, or docu1tent1

SI relating to clai�s which have been determined by the
•I depart■ent to be potential covered claims.

S•e�•••'�•••••-••�

•ha\\•iA•l•�•,·�••·M-•be•lt•i•e••••r•Petea••·•f•aopi••••f••ftY
11 et•,he•t•••••tft9t
ti

♦l►--,}ai•••fi}e•,••••••4•r••••doe••e�•••p�•�-•�•ft,•�•

111

ti►••>�••rafte•••••••••ti}ed•wt•�-��••teeeiYetr

17

Section 10.

101 •••i•• .. A•ft}e•w••-••-••tft•••••A••ift•••••t•a��
Thia act shall take e!fect October 1,

Ill ltll.
u
u
16
17
II
u
20
71
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StNATt SUXXARY
bend• the Florida Insurance Guaranty AssociJtion Act to:
(ll [xclude professional liability, surplus lin••• and
o c•an sJrine i�surance !ro� the Act's application.
(21 Provide that &e�ber 1n1urers have no :ight of
-aubroqation against th• insureds of an insolvent insurer.
Ill Redefin� •insolvent insur,r· to rt>quire tht
adjudication of insolvency to have becomt !inJl.
,,, Pr ovide th•t th• Aaaoci•tion is not liable for
p.�lti,1 or int•t••t.
(Sl
Provide for 1tay1 in proceedings before quasi•
judici•l t>odi•• and adainistrative bo4rds, a$ well ••
co urts.
(61 Trovide that 1tay1 are effective for 6 •ontha or
lonqec fro� t�, date of adJudication ot in�olvency, but that
atay• ••Y be shortened or waived �n request of the
Aaaoc 1a t ion
(7) Bar a covered clai■ if not aettl�d and auit not
instituted aqainat the insured of th� insolvent Jnaurer or
th• Aaaociation within l year ,fter the deadline !or filinq
claiaa (or any exten■ionl �1th the receiver ot the insolvent
inaurer.
(8)
Provide t)\At s. 627.428. r.s., r,.l�tlng to
attorney', t,,1, dots not apply to a clai� r-rescnttd to the
Aaaociation except when it denle�. by atfir�at1v, action, a
covered claim or any portion the�cot.
f9l Give all cx?enses of th� Assoc1�tinn or si�i\�r
oc9anizJt1on in h�ndl1nq cl11�s 11ncl�d1n� ad�1n1s:rlttvt'
e1tpenses ar.-1 those 1nvo\•;c-d 1n l"lv,•�: 1•1,H1�r.. 1dJ\JSt11.cnt,
defense, or scttlerr.t>nt or tp,·c-1!1L" cl.1::ts a:1s1nq out of .a
6
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specific policy) the s��� priority •r the liqui�ator'a
.expenses.
Makes the Associaticn a neccs�Jry ��:ty to delinquency
proceedings under chaptr.r 631, f.S.
P�escribes •aterial1
to t"s•� furnished insur.1nce quarJnty ! .;nds 11nder
11· u1dation ord«ru pursuant to 11. ,1 :.111 or 1. 631.lll,
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DATE:

April 26, 1977

·--

COM1"

rEE ACTION: 1. ______

SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Colffl!lerce Colfflllittee( Holmes
UJ�)

2. _____
3. ______

Amend. or cs Attached
Bill No. and Sponsor:

Senator Hair

SB 500

REFERENCES:
I,

Subject:

Commerce

BILL SUMMARY:

Excludeft professional liability, surplus lines, and ocean
marine from coverage by the Florida Insurance Guaranty Asso
ciation Act. Denies insurers a right of subrogation against
insolvent members. Redefines "insolvent insurer" to mean a
member of the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association (FIGA)
at the time of final adjudication of insolvency. Relieves
FIGA fromypenalty or interest liability. Accords all FIGA•s
expenses relating to a �pecific claim the same priority as the
liquidator's expenses. Requires a stay of action for up to
six months when an insolvent insurer is a party or defends a
party before a quasi-judicial body or administrative board.
Bars claims against an insured of an insolvent insurer not
filed within one year following the claims deadline. Denies
attorney's fees to an insured unless RIGA affirmatively denies
a claim. Makes FIGA a necessary party to delinquency pro
ceedings pertaining to a member insurer. Requires the Depart
ment to furnish documents relating to all claims to FIGA.
II..

PURPOSE:
A.

Present �ituati�nl

The Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act., s.631.50, F.S.
et seq, excludes the following direct insurances from its coverage:
life, title, surety, disability, credit, mortgage guaranty
and wet marine. Wet marine insurance is often used interchange�
ably with ocean marine insurance. Present litigation involving
these terms should clarify whether the term wet marine refers to
ocean marine. There is no adequate means of assessing profes
sional liability insurers. Self-insurers and other non-direct
insurers such as surplus lines were never intended to be covered
by the Act.
The bill would exclude from the Act's coverage ocean marine,
professional liability and surplus lines insurances.
In 1974 the FIG� Board of Directors adopted a resolution to
prevent FIGA from having to pay member insurers' subrogation
claims.
The bill would codify the Board's resolution.
The term "insolvent insurer" means any insurer named in an
approved list, but does not necessarily indicate a Florida
licensed insurer. An "approved" company may transact some insur
ance in Florida and may quali fy as an insolvent insurer under
the Act.
The bill would restrict the term �insolvent insurer" to apply
to Florida licensed insurers.
At present FIGA may be assessed for penalties and interest resulting
from a delay in paying claims. These penalties may be assessed
even if d�lay was caused by an insured and not by FIGA.
The bill would prevent assessment of penalties and interest
�gainst FIGA if an insured delays processing of a claim.
FIGA's claims handling expenses are presently accorded the same
priority as the liquidator's expenses. No definition exists
telling the expenses inclu6ed in handling expenses.

The bill would include, but not limit handling expenses to
general administrative, investigation, adjustment, defense,
and settlement expenses.
FIGA may request a stay of proceedings only if an insolvent
insurer is a party or is obligated to defend a party in a
court, but not if the insurer is a party before a quasi
judicial body or administrative board.
The bill would allow FIGA to st�y proceedings before a quasi
judicial body or administrative board.
There is presently a one-year statute of limitations for ac
tions against an insured of an insolvent insurer.
The act allows an insured .to recover attorney's fees whenever
he prevails in court.
The bill would allow an insured to recover attorney's fees
only if FIGA denied a covered claim by affirmative action
other than delay.
At present, the Department is not required to notify FIGA
of a member insurer's insolvency hearings.
The bill would require the Department to give FIGA written
notice of member insurers' insolvency hearings.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES__
X_

NO__

Economic ImEact on the Public:

Departmental and industry spokesmen state that the economic
effect of excluding surplus lines self insurers from the Act's
coverage would be minimal.
Industry spokesmen predict a reduction in insurance premiums
if the bill is passed. This would result from non-member in
surers' ·decreased rates under s. 631. 64, F. S., where payment into
FIGA funds is considered in rate making. The exact economic
impact'.is unquantifiable at present.
B. · Fiscal IMpact on Imp�i½menting or Enforcing Agency:
The fiscal impact on the Department of Insurance would be
minimal. The exact fiscal impact is unquantifiable at
present.
IV.

COMMENT:
NcJrle.

O.ATE:
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COMMl.

!.. ACTION: 1.

SENATE

ST.AFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
commerce Committee ( Holmes l1D
)

-----2.----3. -----

Gl) [r)

Am end. or CS AttacherftT
Subject:
Bill No. and Sponsor:
� \,_\�,
Insurance
SB 500
Senator Hair
�r-p: ,:,,:11,-,.,1 :--y
't·
FLO<:: ..-_ .-·,1 r,r, r-·-,·. IIvrs
Comme re�
REFERENCES :
o, P /\.·, 1 1,0 r. 'I - c � : r t1 i E
I<. f,. ( :, '"( !J I. I .. l. ': C'
I. BILL SUMMARY:
Ta!L•'1" ."'.'½• rL 1_, \')<J-0?,5_0
")(h
;/,,;
1...:..=___ r.11to•&?
Excludes surplus lines and ocean marine from coverage by the Srrirs/_r.,
Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act. Denies insurers
a right of subrogation against insolvent members. Redefines
"insolvent insurer" to mean a member of the Florida Insurance
Guaranty Association (FIGA) at the time of final adjudication
of insolvency. Relieves FIGA from penalty or interest liability. Aecord� all FIGA's expenses relating to a specific
claim the same priority as the liquidator's expenses. Requires a stay of action for up to six months when an insolvent insurer is a party or defends a party before a quasijudicial body or administrative board. Bars claims against
an insured of an insolvent insttrer not filed within one year
following the claims deadline. Denies attorney's fees to
an insured unless FIGA affirmatively denies a claim.

vi
J lJ
1

II,

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act., s.631.50,F.S.
et seq, excludes the following direct insurances from its cov
erage: life, title, surety, disability, credit, mortgage
guaranty and wet marine. Wet marine insurance is often used
interchange�bly with ocean marine insurance. Present litiga
tion involving these terms should clarify whether the term
wet marine refers to ocean marine. Self-insurers and other
non-direct insurers such as surplus lines were never intended
to be covered by the Act.
The bill would exclude from the Act's coverage ocean marine
and surplus lines insurances.

In 1974 the �IGA Board of Directors adopted a resolution to
prevent FIGA from having to pay member insurers' subrogation
claims.
The bill would codify the Board's resolution.

The term "insolvent insurer" means any insurer named in an
approved list, but does not necessarily indicate a Florida
licensed insurer. An "approved" company may transact some
insurance in Florida and may qualif y as an insolvent insurer
under the Act.

The bill would restrict the term "insolvent insurer" to apply
to Florida licensed insurers.
At present FIGA may be assessed for penalties and interest
resulting from a delay in paying claims. These penalties
may be assessed even if delay was caused by an insured and
not by FIGA,

The bill ,.,,..,,ta prevent assessment of penalties and interest
against_
Lf an insured delays prouessing of a claim.
FIGA's claimsttana1irtl expenses are presently accorded the
same priority as the liquidator's expenses. No definition
for the term hanfillng expenses exists.

The bill woula include, but not limit handling expenses to
general administrative, investigation, adjustment, defense
and settlement expenses.
FIGA may request a stay of proceedings only if an insolvent
insurer is a party or is obligated to defend a party in a
court, but not if the insurer's a party before a quasi-judi
cial body or administrative board.
The bill would allow FIGA to s-tay proceedings before a quasi
judicial body or administrative board.
There is presently a one-year statute of limitations on
claims against FIGA, but no time limitation on claims against
an insured.
The bill would provide a �e-year statute of limitations for ac
tions against an insured of an insolvent insurer.
The act allows an insured to recover attorney's fees whenever
he prevails in court.
The bill would allow an insured to recover attorney's fees
only if FIGA denied a covered claim by affirmative action.
At,present, FIGA is not a necessary party to delinquency pro
ceedings •brought regarding a member insurer. FIGA has an inte�
est in delinquency proceedings in that FIGA has to pay claims
of insurers deemed insolvent.
The bill would give FIGA necessary-party status in delinquency
proceedings.
Th� Department is not required to furnish documents relating
to claims to FIGA. This results in much duplication in files
and paperwork.
The bill would require the Department to furnish claims-related
documents to FIGA.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES X

NO

Economic Im£act on the Public:

Industry spokesman stated that exclusion of professional lia
bility insurers would prevent payment of a minimum $10,000,000
in claims.
Surplus lines self insurers would be prevented from recovering
their claims from FIGA, but the effect of this exclusion would
be minimal.
Industry spokesmen predict a reduction in insurance premiums
if the bill is passed. This would result from decreased rates
under s.631.64, F.S., where an excluded insurer pays no money
into FIGA. The exact economic impact is unquantifiable at
present.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

The fiscal impact on the Department of Insurance would be
minimal. The exact fiscal impact is unquantifiable at present.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Commerce Committee ( Holmes }1D,
3. _____
)
Amend. or CS Attached
Bill No. and Sponsor:
SB 500

Senator Hair

REFERENCES:
I.

Subject:

Insurance

Commerce

BILL SUMMA.RY:

Excludes surplus lines and ocean marine from coverage by the
Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act. Denies insurers
a right of subrogation against insolvent members. Redefines
"insolvent insurer" to mean a member of the Florida Insurance
Guaranty Association (FIGA) at the time of final adjudication
of insolvency. Relieves FIGA from penalty or interest lia
bility. Accords all FIGA's expenses relating to a specific
claim the same priority as the liquidator's expenses. Re
quires a stay of action for up to six months when an insol
vent insurer is a party or defends a party before a quasi
judicial body or-administrative board. Bars claims against
an in�ured of an insolvent insurer not filed within one year
following the claims deadline. Denies attorney's fees to
an insured unless FIGA affirmatively denies a claim.
II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act., s.631.50,F.S.
et seq, excludes the following direct insurances from its cov
erage: life, title, surety, disability, credit, mortgage
guaranty and wet marine.

Wet marine insurance is often used

interchangeably with ocean marine insurance. Present litiga
tion involving these terms should clarify whether the term
wet marine refers to ocean marine. Self-insurers and other
non-direct insurers such as surplus lines were never intended
to be covered by the Act.
The bill would exclude from the Act's coverage ocean marine
and surplus lines insurances.
In 1974 the FIGA Board of Directors adopted a resolution to
prevent FIGA from having to pay member insurers' subrogation
claims.
The bill would codify the Board's resolution.
The term "insolvent insurer" means any insurer named in an
approved list, but does not necessarily indicate a Florida
licensed insurer. An "approved" company may transact some
insurance in Florida and may qualif y as an insolvent insurer
under the Act.

The bill would restrict the term "insolvent insurer" to apply
to Florida licensed insurers.
At present FIGA may be assessed for penalties and interest
resulting from a delay in paying claims. These penalties
may he assessed even if delay was caused by an insured and
not by FIGA.
The bill would prevent assessment of penalties and interest
against FIGA if an insured delays processing of a claim.
FIGA's claims handling expenses are presently accorded the
same priority as the liquidator's expenses. No definition
for the term handling expenses exists.

The bill would include, but not limit handling expenses to
general administrative, investigation, adjustment, defense,
and settlement expenses.
FIGA may request a stay of proceedings only if an insolvent
insurer is a party or is obligated to defend a party in a
court, but not if the insurer is a party before a quasi
judicial body or administrative board.
The bill would allow FIGA to stay proceedings before a quasi
judicial body or administrative board.
There is presently a one-year statute of limitations for ac
tions against an insured of an insolvent insurer.
The act allows an insured .to recover attorney's fees whenever
he prevails in court.
The bill would allow an insured to recover attorney's fees
only if FIGA denied a covered claim by affirmative action
other than delay.
At present, the Department is not required to notify FIGA
of a �ember insurer's insolvency hearings.
The bill would require the Department to give FIGA written
notice of member insurers' insolvency hearings.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

X

NO

Economic Im£aCt on the Public:

Departmental and industry spokesmen state that the economic
effect of excluding surplus lines self insurers from the Act's
coverage would be minimal.
Industry spokesmen predict a reduction in insurance premiums
if the bili is passed. This would result from non-member in
surers' ·decreased rates under s. 631. 64, F. S., where payment into
FIGA funds is considered in rate making. The exact economic
impact .is unquantifiable at present.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Imp,lementing or Enforcing Agency:

The fiscal impact on the Department of Insurance would be
minimal. The exact fiscal impact is unquantifiable at
present.
IV.

COMMENT:
Norie.
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Amendment 7-On page 11, lines 18-19, strike ", prior to
July 1, 1977,"
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator Zinkil:
Amendment 8-On pages 17 and 18, strike all of lines 29 and
30 on page 17 and all of lines 1-24 on page 18
Senator Zinkil moved the following substitute amendment
which was adopted:
Amendment 9-On page 18, lines 12-15, strike "The written
report of this inspection shall be presented to or made avail
able for, all the parties involved in the closing prior to the
transfer or conveyance of real property."
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator Zinkil and failed:

or a portion thereof; amending s. 631.021(4), Florida Statutes;
providing that the association is a necessary party to delin
quency proceedings; amending s. 631.395, Florida Statutes; pre
scribing materials to be furnished to insurance guaranty funds
under certain liquidation orders; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Hair and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 2, lines 19-20, strike "professional
liability,"
Amendment 2-On page 5, lines 24-26, strike "a necessary
party to any delinquency proceedings brought pertaining to one
of its member insurers" and insert: given reasonable written
notice by the department of all hearings which pertain to an ad
judication of insolvency of a member insurer

Amendment 10-On pages 2 and 3, strike on page 2, line 28
the words "requiring licensees" and all of lines 29-31; and on
page 3 all of lines 1-3 and the words "in report;" on line 4.

Amendment 3-On page 3, line 11, insert before the ".": by
exhaustion of appellate review

Senator Williamson moved the following amendment which
was adopted:

Amendment 4-On pages 5 and 6, lines 27-31 on page 5 and
lines 1-11 on page 6, strike all of section 9 and renumber subse
quent section

24

Amendment 11-On page 18, strike all of lines 16 through

Senator Wilson moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 12-On page 17, line 28, strike "differ" and
insert: conflict
Senator Williamson moved the following amendment which
was adopted:
Amendment 13-On page 3, strike all of lines 1 through 4
i_n title and insert: providing an effective date.
Senator Williamson moved the following amendment:
Amendment 14-On page 18, between lines 24 and 25, insert:
Section 21. Nothing in this act shall require any individual who
is applying pesticides or economic poison to his property to have
an identification card or a license pursuant to this act. (re
number subsequent sections)
Senator Williamson moved that SB 147 as amended be re
committed to the Committee on Commerce.
Senator Scarborough moved as a substitute motion that
further consideration of SB 147 as amended be deferred. The
motion was adopted.
A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance;
amenctmg s. 631.52, Florida Statutes; excluding professional
liability, surplus lines, and ocean marine insurance from the
application of the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act;
amending s. 631.54(4) (5), Florida Statutes; providing that
member insurers have no right of subrogation against the
insureds of any insolvent insurer; redefining the term "insol
vent insurer"; amending s. 631.57(1)(b), Florida Statutes;
providing that the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association,
Incorporated shall not be liable for penalties or interest;
amending s. 631.60(2), Florida Statutes; providing for priority
of expenses of handling claims against insolvent insurers;
amending s. 631.67, Florida Statutes; providing for stay of
proceedings in courts and proceedings before quasi-judicial
bodies and administrative boards; providing for the duration
of stays of proceedings; providing that stays of proceedings
may be waived <Jr shortened if requested by the association;
amending s. 631.68, Florida Statutes; providing that certain
claims are barred if they are not settled and suit is not insti
tuted against the insured of an insolvent insurer or the asso
ciation within a specified time; creating s. 631.70, Florida
Statutes; providing that the provisions of s. 627.428, Florida
Statutes, relating to attorney's fees, shall not apply to any
claim presented to the association except when the association
denies by affirmative action, other than delay, a covered claim

Senator Hair moved the following amendments which were
adopted:
Amendment 5-On pages 3 and 4, lines 22 through 6, strike
all of section 4 and insert: Section 4. Subsection (9) of section
631.54, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
631.54

Definitions.-As used in this part:

(9) "Expenses in handling claims" means expenses includ
ing but not limited to those which relate to the investigation,
adjustment, defense, or settlement of specific claims under or
arising out of a specific policy.
Amendment 6-On page 6, line 13, strike the period "." and
insert: and shall apply to any insolvency adjudicated on or
after that date.
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Hair and adopted:
Amendment 7-On page 2 in title, lines 7-11, strike "a neces
sary party to delinquency proceedings; amending s. 631.395,
Florida Statutes; prescribing materials to be furnished to in
surance guaranty funds under certain liquidation orders;" and
insert: to receive notice of hearings involving insolvency
adjudications;
Amendment 8-On page 1 in title, line 4, strike "professional
liability,"
Senator Hair moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 9-On page 1 in title, strike all of lines 15 and
16, and through the word "insurers" on line 17 and insert: cre
ating s. 631.54(9), Florida Statutes; defining the term "ex
penses in handling claims"
On motion by Senator Hair, by two-thirds vote SB 500 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered en
grossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-35
Mr. President
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Firestone
Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Nays-None

Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
Lewis
MacKay
McClain
Myers
Peterson

Plante
Poston
Renick
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Thomas, Jon
Thomas, Pat

Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil
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A bill to be entitled
J
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An act relating to insurance, amending s.

1.4

631.021(4), Florida Statutes, providing that

1,4/1

Incorporated, shall la notified by the

1.4/2

Department of Insurance ot certain proceedings,
..ending s. ,Oll.395, tldtlda statoces, ce1ac111g

I

•• \.he 1el1aae of tt!tcafn macettala to ccw'1ain

9

Ml••raneo ,uaza:.LJ toudw, amending •• 631.Sl,

1.4/6

10

F lorida Statutes, excluding surplus lines and

11

ocean marine insurance from the coverage of the

1.4/7

1l

Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act,

ll

amending a. 631.54(4) and (SJ, Florida

1'

Statutes, providing that member insurers have

1.4/5

1.4/1
1.4/9

n

no eight of subrogation againot the insured of

l6

anr insolvent �e�ber, restricting the

1.4/10

11

definition of •insolvent insurer• to certain

1.4/11

19

member insurers, amending a. 631,57(1)( bl,
Florida Statutes, providing that the Florida

,.,

Insurance Guaranty Association, Incorporated,

21

shall not be liable foe any penalties or

n

n

interest, amending s. 6ll.60(ll, Florida

1.4/12
1.4/ll

'

providing that the pcovisiona of s. 627.428,

'

Florida Statutes, relating to attorneys' fees,

1.4/21
1.4/24

.ohall not apply to any clai• presented to the

10

association except where the association denies

11

by_ affirmative action, other than reasonable

12

delay, a covered clai• or a portion thereof,

13

providing for application of the act, providing

u

1.4/2S
1. 4/2'

an effective date.

IS

16

l1enc

Be It Enacted by_the Legialature'of the State of Floridaa

17

11
19

Section 1,

21

631,021

2'

proceedinga·ln quasi-judicial bodiee or

1,4/U

11

adainistcative boards, providing that mandated

JI

stays be for a period of 6 months except ••

29

1.4/27
2.2 ·.

Juciadiction of delinquency proceedings,

2.3

venue, change of venue, exclusiveness of remedy, appeal�
(4)

22

24

Subsection (4) of section 631.021, Florida

Statutes, is amended to reads

20

2S

Jl

1.4/22

time, creating s. 631.695, Florida Statutes,

1

l,'115

lO

insurer or the association within a specified

5

Florida Statutes, providing toe stay of

2.S

again•� insolvent insurers, �•ending •• 131,17,

1. 4/21

instituted against the insured of an insolvent

23

14

1. 4/20

barred if they are not settled and suit is not

1.4/14

Statutes, relating to priorities of clal■s

1.4/U

certain claims a1ainst the association are

the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association,

1

ta

631,68, Florida Statutes, providing that

l1btc

2.3/2

Delinquency proceedings pursuant to this chapter

shall constl_tute the sole and exclusive method of llquidatlng·,
rehabilitating, reorgani�ing, or conserving an insurer, and

nol 2,3/l
2.3/4

26

court shall entertain a petition _for the coa■ence■ent of sucb

proceeding■ unless the same has been filed in the n�me of the

2.3/S

27

1tate on the relation of the department.

lslus

1,4/17

21

Inourance Guaranty Association, Incorporated, shall be given

othervlae provided, providing that a stay of

2t

reasonable vritten�notice by the Department of Insurance of

proceedings may be vaiv�d or shortened if

1,4/11

JO

requested by the association, amending s.
.
.
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The F�rida.

2.3/6

all hearinqa which pertain to an adjudication of inaolvency ofl 2. l/7

· a member insurer,

2
CODIHG,

.
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.____ )'-••
• •• I_
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amended to read,

41

liquidation issued pursuant to

51

6ll,395

3,4

author he and dlcect the departraent a•

3.5

the operation of the recelvershlp with

3,5/2

1)1

relatinLl�ms

3,5/4

IJ

t o such fund all claims

depactr.1ent to be

13

17

covered clalra9,

6seh-ootherizatien

et-be-¼i•ited-to1-releaae-ef-eepiea-ef-enyl 3,5/5

ii►---fnsor�ee-

-•eeeiverT

vet marine insurance,

15
JI

DI

",
21

Section

j,

131,54

Deflnltion■.-Aa used in this part,

Subsections 141 and (51 of aection 631,54,

Florida Statutea, are araended to readr
(41

•covered clai■• ■eana an unpaid clai■, including

one of unearned pre■iuraa, which arises out of and la within

the coverage, and not in exce1■ of, the applicable liralta of

an lnaurance policy to which thi• part appll■■, issued by an

• nt insurer, lf such insurer becoaae■ an insolvent insurer after
: Jl

I

October 1, 1970, and the clalraant or insured la a reaident of

CODIMC,

re--..

-

3

it--,i. .,,. ........,_ ,_ ..........., -'• lftttrllm ... e4.llt1..,.

"

\I '°

-.j 21

4,2/3

23

ll

"

2SI

lae■

76

5,9

ll

5.11

jurisdiction, if such adjudication has become final by

631,57, Florida Statutea, la amended to readt

4,2/2

5,10

time the policy was issued or· when the insured event occurred

U
16

5,1

•insolvent insurer• means a member an insurer

(5)

exhaustion 9f appellate review.

Ires

5.2

insured of any insolvent member,

ll

19

credit, mortgage guaranty, surplus line■, ocean marine, and

1,1

11
14

4,2/1

insurers shall have no right of subrogation against the

and adjudicated to be insolvent by a court of competent

4.2

Scope.--Thi1 part ahall apply to all kinda of

�

11

10

1110■
3,9

association, as subrogation recoveries oc othe rwise,

authorized to transact insurance in thia state either at the_

631.52

direct insurance, except life, title, aurety, diaabllity,

n

I

3,5/6

reinsJrer, insurer, insurance pool, or underwriting

9

17

2'J

:n

6

l.10/1

amended to readr

,,

SI

S ectionjl, Section 631,52, Florida Statutee, 1•

1'
11

3.5/3

determined by the

en-file-with-the-inaolvent-ineorert-an•

u

state, •covered claim• shall not include any amount due any

J,5/1

records, or documents

-eiaims-files1-reeords1-er-deeo•ents-perteining-te

u

from which the claim arises is permanently located in this

3,2

•

111

•

Guaranty fundr

i nsurance guaranty fund authorized to�perate in this state,
Such order shall direct the depart�'1ft as receiver to furnish

ti

this state at the time of the insured event or the property

2. 3/8

ll

27

Section

631,57
Ill

(b)

f.

Paraguph (b) of subsection (1) of aection

Power• and duties 'of the association.

5.12

5.ll
5.14

5.15

5.15/1

5.15/2

5 .lS/3

5.15/4
5.15/5
5.15/6

5.15/7
,. 2

The association ahalla

- ,.211

Be deemed the insurer to the extent of it■

obligation on the covered claim■, ,and to such extent shall

,.2/1_

,.u

have all cight1, duties, end obligation■ of the insolvent

6.U/1

event shall the association be liable for:· any P!naltles or

6,11/l

insurer as lf the lnaucer had not become insolvent.
interest.

SectlonS

�

Subsection (21 of aection 631,60, Florida

Statute■, i■ a111ended to read,
631.60
( 21

Effect of paid clal111■,-

The receiver, liquidator, or statutory aucceaaor

of an insolvent insurer ahall � bound by settle■enta of

6.U/2

6.16/4
7.2

lies

7,2/1

l9

covered clal•■ by the association or a •l•llar or9anl1atlon in 7,2/2

· 31

·c1ai1111 priority equal to that to which the claimant w ould have

lO

another ■tat■, The court luiving jurisdiction shall grant such
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been entitled in the absence of this part against the assets

ill

6)1.68

7.2/5

9.2/1

effected and suit ls not instituted against the insured of an

9.2/4

5

insolvent insurer or the association within 1 year after the

9.2/S·

6

deadline for filing claims, or any extension thereof, with the

•

receiver of the insolvent insurer shall thenceforth be bacred

9.2/7

as a claim against the association.

9.2/8

of the insolvent insurer.

�he expenses of the association

7.2/6

3

or similar organization in handling �laims, including but not

7.2/7

•

li�ited to general or administrative expenses and those which

5

relate to the investi7ation, adjustment, defense, or

7.2/8

6

settle�ent of specific claims under or arising out of a

7.2/9

•
'

s�cific po� shall be accorded the same priority as the

7. 2/11

7

I�

11

Section

b

Section 631.67, Florida Statutes, la

Stay of proceedings, reopening of default

8.2

judgoents.--All proceeding■ in which the insolvent insurer i■

8.2/1

I)

• party or i■ obl�gsted to defend• party in any court, quasl

8.2/2

:judici'.11 body, or administ rative board in this state shall ti.

15

8.2/3

stayed for ap-to 6 month■ or such additional period from the

8.2/4

16

date the insolvency i■ adjudicated by a court of competent

11

jurisdiction to permit proper defense by the association of

8.2/5

"

all pending causes of action a■ to any covered claims arhlng

II

f ro• a judgment under any decision, verdict, or finding based

8.2/6
8.2/7
8.2/8

2'J

on the default of the insolvent insurer or it■ failure to

8.2/9

21

defend an insured. The a■aoclatlon, either on it■ ovn behalf

8.2/11

2J

order, decision, verdict, or finding ■et aaide by the••••

1.2/12

1,

court or administrator that

1.2/13

11

2S

�
11

21

1'

:JO
., ,' 11

10

amended to read 1
631.67

•ad•

or on behalf of auch lnaured, ••Y apply to have auch judgment,
such judgment, order,

decision, Yerdlct, or finding, and shall be peraitted to

1.2/U

defend against sucb· clal11 on the aerlt■•

8.2/15

If regu�sted by the

associ ation, the stay of proceedings may be_shortened or

valved.

Section

1.

••ended to read 1

Section 631.61, Florida Statute■, i■

defined herein with respect to which settlement la not

·section%. Section 631.695, Florida Statutes, l•

t

7.2/12

12

u

1

liquidator'• expenses.

11
I.

6)1.69S

providing for an attorney fee shall not be applicable to any

13

claim presented to the �ssociation under the provisions of

u
u

this chapter, except where the association denies by

16

c laim or a portion thereof.
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9. 2/11
9.2/12

Sec�lon

£1.

9. 2/ll

Thi■ act shall have prospective

application only and shall not affect the processing of claim•
arising from insolvencies prior to the effective date of thl•
act._
· section

f�

Thla·act shall take effect July 1, 1977.

2J
2•

2.S
2'

77
29
lO

31
.

9.2/8

affirmative action, other than reasonable delay, a covered

11

19

9.2/6

�ttorneys' fees.--The provisions of s. 627.42�1 9.2/10

11

18

9.2/2

9.2/9

created to reads

21

1.2/1'

9.2

any other provision of chapter 71-970, a covered clalm as

7

'

Limitation1 certain actions.--Notwithstanding

6
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11 hbs

Requires that the Florida Insurance Guaranty AsGociation,
Incorporated, be notified of any delinquency proceedings
brou1ht pertaining to one of its membec insurers,

9,2/19
9,2/20
9. 2/22

Provides that, pursuant to an order of liquidation, the
Department of Insucance shall furnish to an insurance
guaranty fund certain �aterlals relating to claims which
it dete_rndnes to be potential covered claims,

9.2/22
9. 2/23
9,2/24

EKcludes surplus lines and ocean marine insurance fro�
the coverage of the Florida Insurance Guaranty /\ct.
Provides that Florida Insurance Guaranty Association
members have no right of subrogation against the insured
of any insolvent member, Res tr lets the cleHnltlon of
"insolvent insurer• to member insurers Cor which
adjudication of insolvency has become final by exhaustion
of appellate review. Provides that the association shall
not be liable for any penalties or interest,

9 ' 2/25

Spcclflea certain eKpenses of the association or
organization handling claims which shall be accorded the
aame priority as the liquidator's expenses,

9, 2/32

Provides that a stay of proceedings in any court, quasi
judicial body, or administrative board shall be 6 montha,
except as otherwise provided, but may be shortened or
waived if requested by the association. Oars certain
claims against the association if such claims are not
settled and suit is not instituted against the insured of
an insolvent insurer or the association within a
spec if ied tl111e. Prov ides that certaln attocneya' fees
shall not apply to any clai= presented to the association
except where the association denies by affirmative
a ction, other than reasonable delay, • covered claia ot
portlon thereof.
Provide• that thla act shall not affect the proce1ain9 of
claims arising tco• inaolvenciea prior to the effective
date of tbil act.

u
26
11

21
1'
)0

31
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9, 2/26

9 ' 2/2 7

II 2/2 8
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9,2/29

9,2/30
9,2/ll
9 2/ 33
,

9 • 2/3 4

9 2/35

9 •• 2/ l 6

9.2/3 7.
9.2/38

9.2139

g

•

2/40

9.2/41
9 • 2/42

�

c,,

L� ..., cu�

PICA had no control.· Proposed Amendment (7) does provide for
attorney's fees if FIGA denies by affirmative action, other than
reasonable delay, a covered claim or a portion thereof.
(5)
Provide for stays in administrative proceedings
before quasi-judicial bodies and administrative boards, as well
as courts.
Thia change provides that stays which are currently provided for
in court proceedings will also be covered in workmen's compen
aation proceedings or arbitration proceedings. This also gives
FICA the right to waive or shorten the stay.

(6)
Bar a
instituted against
Association within
(or any extension)

covered claim if not settled and suit not
the insured of the insolvent insurer or the
l year after the deadline for filing claims
with the receiver of the in�olvent insurer.

This insures that the one-year limitation of action set forth in
P.S. 631;68 which is applicable to FIGA also would be applicable
to the insured of an insolvent insurer. This would carry out the
intent that the one-year statute of.limitations provided in F.S.
631.68 terminates any obligation which FIGA might have on said claim.
(7)
Provide that Section 627.428, F.S., relating to
attorney's fees does not apply to a claim presented to FIGA except
where FICA denies, by affirmative action, a covered claim or any
portion thereof, other than in cases of reasonable delay.

(9)
Make FIGA a necessary party to delinquency proceedings
under Chapter 631, F.S.
The purpose of this i� to insure that FIGA is represented at the
delinquency proceedings since orders entered in the delinquency
proceedings require FIGA to take certain action. Since FIGA is
affected by said orders, FICA should have the right to input at the
delinquency proceedings to insure that the court is advised of
FICA's position.
(9)
Cive all expenses of FIGA or similar organization in
handling claims (including administrative expenses and those
involved in investigation, adjustment, defense or settlement of
specific claims arising out of a specific policy) the same priority
as the liquidator's expenses.
This is to bring Florida into conformance with most other states
that have considered the matter and make FIGA eligible for recip
rocal benefits accorded by other states. At present, there is
some confusion on this issue.
(10) Provide that ·documents are to be furnished FIGA under
liquidation orders pursuant to Section 631.111 or Section 631.131
r.s�
This it to cut down on t.he expense involved in duplication of files
after a determination has been made by the Department of Insurance

•2-

that a potential •covered claim• is involved.

This is to provide
a more workable arrangement between the Department of Insurance
and FIGA.
.'l'he overall purpose ot the proposed Amendments is to clarify

some areas of conflict which were not envisioned at the time FIGA

was created in 1970. Proposed changes in some instances limit the
exposure of FIGA in situations where FIGA was never intended to
operate. Since Section 631.64 provides that rates and premium
charges for insurance policies to which said part applies may
include amounts sufficient to recoup a sum equal to the amounts
paid to FIGA by the member under assessment powers, the limitation
of the exposure of FIGA in certain instances should result in a
reduction in the amount which member insurers can include in rate
increase requests.
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March 17, 1977

Mr. Jack Hertzog
Staff Executive
House Commerce Committee
Room 310
House Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida
Dear Jack:
In accordance with your request, we have prepared and
enclose herewith summary and analysis of the proposed Amend
ments to the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association Act and
related statutes. I believe that the summary is in accordance
with the discussion which we previously had.
I will plan to attend the hearing of your committee
when these proposed Amendments are considered. I plan to
register as a lobbyist for FIGA. We will also have FIGA
officials available to give testimony on the proposed Amend
ments.
As mentioned, these proposed Amendments have been reviewed
with Commissioner Gunter and Deputy Commissioner Mccue. We
have been advised that the Department of Insurance will not
oppose any of the proposed Amendments.
I would appreciate your advising me as to the time and
place of the hearing involving these Amendments.
If I can provide you with any further information,
please let me know.
With kindest regards, I am
Sincerely,

JMMcN,Jr.:djg
Enclosure
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FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
DONALD L. TUCKER, Speaker/JOHN L. RYALS, Speaker Pro Tempore
COMMJTTEE ON COMMERCE

John R. Forbes
Chairman

John W. Lewis
Vice Chairman

ADDENDUM
PCB #5 -- Florida Insurance Guaranty Association
Items (1) and (8) of the Staff Summary for PCB #5 are
amended to reflect the changes made in the proposed committee
bill at the meeting of March 29, 1977.
(1) Exclude surplus lines, and ocean marine insurance
from the Act's application.
The purpose in excluding surplus lines is to exclude lines
of business where there would be no adequate means of assessing
insurers who write those lines of business in the event of
insolvency. The exclusion of surplus lines is also to avoid
payment on covered claims that were never intended to be paid
for self-insurers or other insurers that are not direct writers.
The ocean marine clarification is to equate wet marine and ocean
marine. Ocean marine, rather than wet marine, is the term
commonly used in the industry and although the terms should be
synonomous, there is litigation currently pending to decide if
the terms mean the same thing.
(8) Require that the Department of Insurance notify the
FIGA of all hearings which pertain to an adjudication of insolvency
of a member insurer.
The purpose of this is to ensure that FIGA is aware of the
delinquency proceedings since orders entered in the delinquency
proceedings require FIGA to take certain action.
jc
March 29, 1977

Gerri Raines Dolan, Staff Director

:JIO Hou�e Office Ruilding, Tallahassee, Florida 32304 (904) 4811-2123

FLORIDA HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES
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■

John R. Forbes
Chairman

John W. Lewis
Vice Chairman

ADDENDUM

\-\ � � ':l. \\
PCB ts -- Florida Insurance Guaranty Association
Items (1) an·d (8) of the Staff Summary for PCB 15 are
amended to reflect the changes made in the proposed committee
bill at the meeting of March 29, 1977.
(1) Exclude surplus lines, and ocean marine insurance
from the Act's application;
The purpose in excluding surplus lines is to exclude lines
of business where there would be no adequate means of assessing
insurers who write those lines of business in the event of
insolvency. The exclusion of surplus lines is also to avoid
payment on covered claims that were never intended to be paid
for self-insurers or other insurers that are not direct writers.
The ocean marine clarification is to equate wet marine and ocean
marine. Ocean marine, rather than wet marine, is the term
commonly used in the industry and although the terms should be
synonomous, there is litigation currently pending to decide if
the terms mean the same thing.
(8) Require that the Department of Insurance notify the
FIGA of all hearings which pertain to an adjudication of insolvency
of a member insurer.
The purpose of this is to ensure that FIGA is aware of the
delinquency proceedings since orders entered in the delinquency
proceedings require FIGA to take certain action.
jc
March 29, 1977

Gnri Rainu Dolan. SIAfT l)iN'clor
310 Hou�e Office Rulldlnlf, T■ll■h■a.ee, Florida
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ADDENDUM -- HB 2251
The companion-- of
HB 2251, SB 500, passed.
--•-· -··-··---··----·-·-· . -Amendments by the Senate to SB 500 included the
creation of subsection (9) of section 631.54, F.S.,
providing a definition of "expenses in handling claims"
and also included amendments to subsection (4) of sec
tion 631.021, F.S., requiring that with regard to juris
diction of delinquency proceedings the Florida Insurance
Guaranty Association, Incorporated, shall be given
reasonable notice by the department of all hearings
which pertain to an adjudication of insolvency of a
member insurer.
No provision for attorney

fees was included in

SB 500 as had earlier appeared in HB 2251.

Gerri Raine■ Dolan, Staff Director
,
310 Home Office Buildlnc, TallahaHee, Florida 32304 (904) 488-2123
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SENATE COMMITTEE MEETING
COMHITTEE:

COMMERCE

TIME AND PLACE: April 26, 1977; 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.; Rcom "A"

"lILI.. ::-iO. &
lXTRODUCF.R
SB 250
Rair
(-:;:·:;B 7)

RELATING TO:

COMMITTEE
ACTION

BILL HISTORY

Insurers Rehabilitation &
Liquidation Act; requiring
the Dept. of Insurance, as
receiver of an insolvent
insurer, to apply for court
approval of a proposal to
disburse certain marshaled
assets of such insurer to
the "Fla. Insurance Guarant�
Assoc., Inc." and to similai
associations in other statei

TP'd on 4/13. Also
referred to Jud.-Civil.

:.i3 475
/-':1cKay,
:,.:irron
:r:;B 8)

Medical malpractice and
related matters; providing
for the election of both
members of the medial incid6nt
committee of a health care
facility by the medical
staff authorized to practic,
in the facility.

TP'd on 4/14.
references.

�a 476
:•'.:.cKay,
£3.r:::-on

Medical malpractice and
related matters; relating
to immunity from liability
of, and proceedings and
records of, medical review
committees.

TP'd on 4/14.
references.

SB 430
Sf.Jicola
(TAB 10)

Insurance rates and rating
organizations; providing
for the inclusion of property,
casualty, and surety i�s.
to those kinds of insurance
with respect to which insurers
are required to file rating
plans and rules with the
Dept. of Insuranc e.

No other references.

Windstorm insurance;
deleting the provision that
certain windstorm risks
shall be and remain insured
under the National Flood
Insurance Program to be
eligible for windstorm
insurance coverage.

No other references.

G)

(TA!3 9)

rtly·
(y

No other
I
, v

i;1"�7
No other

-----------+--------------------+--------------------,'---------

s:a 222
r:olloway
('I'AB 11)

,V

sa soo

�air
fT.l\.B 12)

@

33 824
Trask

(":'AB 13)

Insurance; excluding pro
fessional liability, surplus
lines, and ocean marine
insurance from the applicat�on
of the Fla. Insurance
Guaranty Assoc. Act.

�)
TflfE

No other references.

No other references.
Claims for workmen's comp; I
requiring that notice of WC
claims be sent by certified
mail, return receipt reques ed,
to any employer or other in�erested
party other than the claima t.
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Florida
Information
Associates

P.O. Box 11144
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
(904) 878-0188

LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH REPORT

Client:

Marion Stincer
Flemming, o'Bryan & Flemming
1415 E. sunrise Boulevardd
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33338

Report No.

L87-067

subject:

Chapter 631.57(l)(b), Florida Statutes

Date:

August 19, 1987

The following report was prepared solely for the use of
the above client, and in no way constitutes a legal opinion.
Florida Information Associates uses only records and publica
tions open to public inspection under the Florida Public
Records Law (Chapter 119, Florida Statutes). Any copyrighted
material reproduced is for the client s informational use only
and does not constitute authorization for publication from the
copyright holder. Florida Information Associates has used
reasonable care in obtaining the information in this report
from the appropriate agency or office, per the client's re
quest. However, the ultimate responsibility for maintaining
files rests with the filing officer or records custodian and
we accept no liability for error or ommission.
Supplemental to this report is a statement entitled
"Documenting Florida Legislative Intent," that outlines the
inherent problems in legislative history research and defines
Florida Information Associates' research methodology.
Problem Statement
Trace the legislative history and locate documentation
pertaining to the legislative intent of Chapter 631.57(l)(b),
Florida Statutes, with particular emphasis on the second sen
tence, "In no event shall the association be liable for any
penalties or interest."
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Legislative Research Report
No. L87-0067(F.S. 631.57(l)(b))
August 19, 19�
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Legislative History
The subject statutory section was initially enacted by
Chapter 70-20, section 8(1)(b), Laws of Florida, 1970. The
1970 law enacted the first sentence of 631.57(1)(b) only. The
second sentence of that subsection, "In no event shall the
association be liable for any penalties or interest," was
added to the statute by Chapter 77-227, section 3 (l)(b),
Laws of Florida, 1977. (See ITEM 1 attached). Chapter 77-227
originated as Senate Bill (SB) 500, sponsored by Senator
Mattox Hair of Jacksonville. A companion bill was also filed
in the House of Representatives by the House Commerce Commit
tee, originally as Proposed Committee Bill (PCB) 5, later
filed formally as House Bill (HB) 2251. As SB 500 passed the
Senate before HB 2251 passed the House, HB 2251 was dropped in
favor of SB 500. Bill histories for SB 500 and HB 2251 are
attached as ITEM 2.
Findin.9.s
A staff analysis, dated April;(', 1977 was located for SB
500 in the files of the Senate commerce Committee. A copy of
that staff analysis, with the pertinent paragraphs marked, is
attached as ITEM 3. SB 500 was considered by the full Senate
Commerce committee on April 26, 1977. A review was made of
the tape for that meeting, and the pertinent section is copied
as the first item on the enclosed tape. Discussion was very
general, with nothing said on the sepcific statutory section
in question.
An undated staff sun@ary for PCB 5 (HB2251) was located
in the files of the House Commerce Committee. A copy of that
summary, with the pertinent sections marked is attached as
ITEM 4. Also enclosed is a copy of PCB 5, marked as ITEM 5.
PCB 5 was considered by the full House Commerce Committee on
April 19, 1977. A review was made of the tape for that meet
ing and the pertinent section is copied as the second item on
the enclosed tape. The discussion was very brief with nothing
said on the statutory section in question. However, reference
was made to this bill be discussed at another meeting the
previous week. I located discussion taped discussion on PCB 5
by the House Commerce Committee on April 12 and March 29,
1977. PCB 5 was temporarily passed on April 12, 1977 and

Florida Information Associates
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Findin�s, (cont.)
there was consequently no discussion. The March 29 meeting
had considerably more discussion. This discussion is copied
on the enclosed tape as the third item. Most of the testimony
at the March 29 meeting was by John McNatt, Sr. of the Florida
Insurance Guaranty Association. I checked current lobbyist
registrations for Mr. McNatt and located what appears to be
his son, John McNatt, Jr., at the same address as his father
listed on the meeting card. That address is:
John McNatt, Jr.
1500 American Heritage Life Building
Jacksonville, FL 32202
(904) 354-0624
Perhaps Mr. McNatt could put you in touch with his father, who
may be able to give you some additional information on this
legislation.
supporting Documentation and Cites
Listed below are the records series and publications used
in this research assignment. Those preceded with an aster
isk(*) are attached to this report. Records in the Florida
State Archives are cited by the record group, series, box or
volume number, and file folder title(if any). Therefore all
cites to the Archives are in the following format: FSA, RG#,
S.#/#, "title".
Florida Statutes, 1985, Chapter 631.57(l)(b)
Laws of Florida, Chapters 70-20, *77-227.
*Joint Legislative Management Committee. Division of Legisla
tive Information, History of Legislation, 1977;
SB 500 and HB 2251.
Senate Commerce committee. Bill files, 1977. *Staff Analysis
SB 500, April 27, 1977. (FSA, RG 900, S. 18/630).
------. Meeting Files, 1977. Full committee meeting,
April 26, 1977. (FSA, RG 900, S. 18/633).
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Supporting Documentation and Cites (cont.)
Senate commerce Committee. Tape recordings of meetings.
*Portions of meeting tape for April 26, 1977 copied.
(FSA, RG 900, S. 625/18)
House Commerce Committee. Bill files, 1977. *Staff Summary
[March 19, 1977] for PCB 5 (HB 2251). (FSA, RG 920,
s. 19/325).
-----. Meeting Files, 1977. Full committee meeting,
March 29, 1977 and April 19, 1977. *Copy of PrB 5.
(FSA, RG 920, S. 19/320).

----- . Tape recordings of meetings. *Portions of meeting
tapes for March 29, 1977 and April 19, 1977 copied.
(FSA, RG 920, S. 414/29).
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FLORIDA INFORMATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
P. O. Box 11144
Tallahassee, FL 32303
(904) 878-0188
FLORIDA SESSION LAW HISTORY/DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACT
FIA RESEARCH PROJECT NO.

L90-069

SESSION LAW/SECTION NO(S).

77-227, Sections 1-7

AFFECTED STATUTE(S)

631.52, 631.54, 631.57
631.67-631.70

PRIME BILL NO.

SB 500

PRIME BILL SPONSOR

Mattox Hair

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL NOS.

HB 2251 (House Commerce
Committee, Proposed
Committee Bill 5)

NARRATIVE/COMMENTS:
This law amended 631.52 in Section 1, 631.54 in Sections
2 and 4, 631.57 in Section 3, 631.67 in Section 5, 631.68 in
Section 6, and created 631.70 dealing with Attorneys' Fees in
Section 7. The attached staff analysis of SB 500, dated
4/27/77 by the Senate Commerce Committee and the "Summary of
Amendments to the Florida Insurance Guaranty Association"
(FIGA) by the House Commerce Committee (undated) outline the
major changes to the FIGA and give some information on intent.
The amendment to 631.57(1)(b) adding the language "in no event
shall the association be liable for any penalties or interest"
is of particular concern to the client and is therefore
treated in detail here.
Chapter 77-227 originated as Senate Bill (SB) 500, spon
sored by Senator Mattox Hair of Jacksonville. A companion
bill was also filed in the House of Representatives by the
House Commerce Committee, originally as Proposed Committee
Bill (PCB) 5, later filed formally as House Bill (HB) 2251. As
SB 500 passed the Senate before HB 2251 passed the House, HB
2251 was dropped in favor of SB 500.
A staff analysis, dated April 27, 1977 was located for SB
500 in the files of the Senate Commerce Committee. A copy of
that staff analysis, with the pertinent paragraphs marked, is
attached. SB 500 was considered by the full Senate Commerce
(continued on next page)
1

Florida Information Associates
Session Law Abstract, LOF 77-227
NARRATIVE/COMMENTS (continued)
Committee on April 26, 1977. A review was made of the tape
for that meeting, and the pertinent section is copied as the
first item on the enclosed tape. Discussion was very general,
with nothing said on the specific statutory section in
question.
An undated staff summary for PCB 5 (HB 2251) was located
in the files of the House Commerce Committee. A copy of that
summary, with the pertinent sections marked is attached. Also
enclosed is a copy of PCB 5. PCB 5 was considered by the full
House Commerce Committee on April 19, 1977. A review was made
of the tape for that meeting and the pertinent section is
copied as the second item on the enclosed tape. The discuss
ion was very brief with nothing said on the statutory section
in question. However, reference was made to this bill being
discussed at another meeting the previous week. I located
discussion taped discussion on PCB 5 by the House Commerce
Committee on April 12 and March 29, 1977. PCB 5 was temporar
ily passed on April 12, 1977 and there was consequently no
discussion. The March 29 meeting had considerably more
discussion. This discussion is copied on the enclosed tape as
the third item. Most of the testimony at the March 29 meeting
was by John McNatt, Sr. of the Florida Insurance Guaranty
Association. I checked current lobbyist registrations for Mr.
McNatt and located what appears to be his son, John McNatt,
Jr., at the same address as his father listed on the meeting
card. That address is:
John McNatt, Jr.
1500 American Heritage Life Building
Jacksonville, FL 32202
(904) 354-0624
Perhaps Mr. McNatt could put you in touch with his father, who
may be able to give you some additional information on this
legislation.
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DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST:
NOTE: All documentation obtained from the Florida State
Archives is cited by the series and box number, i.e.,
"FSA s.19/200." "na" indicates that either that particu
lar documentation does not apply or is non-existent.
Laws of Florida: Chapter 77-227, Sections 1-7
Florida Statutes: (see statute/law comparison)
History of Legislation: 1977; SB 500, HB 2251
Prime Bill Version(s): na
Identical/Similar Bills: PCB 5 (HB 2251)
House Journal: na
Senate Journal: na
Committee Staff Analyses and Reports:
(1)

Senate Commerce Committee, Staff Analysis of
SB 500, 4/27/77. (FSA S. 18/630).

(2)

House Commerce Committee, Summary of Amendments to
the FIGA (undated) and addendum.
(FSA S. 19/325).

Committee Meeting Tapes:
Selections copied onto one tape:
(1) Senate Commerce Committee, 4/26/77 (FSA S. 625/18).
(2) House Commerce Committee, 4/19/77 (FSA s. 414/29).
(3) House Commerce Committee, 3/29/77 (Ibid.).
Floor Debate Tapes: na
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